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“ R E L E VA N T L E A D E R S H I P ”
Are you keen to take your leadership to the next level ?









is the CEO of Outbound Adventure.
He is a Certified NLP and MBTI
Facilitator and is associated with
Trainerz as their Chief Experiential
Learning & Outbound Facilitator.

What leadership skills would ensure that your organization reaches the next level ?
Mental make up to lead into difficult & uncharted terrain ?
Ability to act decisively in a crisis ?
Adapting to the situation with existing resources ?
Handling a crisis in the absence of appropriate resources ?
Being a Lone Hero or a True Leader ?
Successfully moving your team out of the comfort zone ?
Handling a crisis where the option involves taking enormous or even fatal risk ?

Some Learnings from our Mountaineering Facilitator :
Leaders today have all the possible access to all the relevant information on
the net. So why do we need such training ?
When you are in crisis you cannot grab a book on leadership to look out for new
theory, nor can you dial a consultant for help, or listen to motivational speakers for
possible solutions. No amount of theory can teach you how to face crisis. You will
have to depend on your will power, never-say-die attitude and the ability to assess a
situation quickly. Crisis is often referred to as Death zone in mountaineering. This
coupled with EI and NLP techniques, will take your Team and Organization to
Ultimate Success. "In the Relevant Leadership Program, we will be addressing the
crisis handling, quick thinking, timely intervention situations and more similar to what
a mountaineer will need to in Do or Die situation."

How can you overcome fear of failure (or death on the mountain peak in the
Himalayas, for that matter) ?
You need to get your team and all the resources together and ask one simple
question, “What is it that we need to do now that will take us out of this crisis ?” We
will share how to go further from here –doing what hasn't been
done by any one before, even if it means taking extreme measures
with calculated risks. How to push our “Limits and Boundaries”, the
way we do in the mountains, where we are trained to "Dream with
our Eyes Open" and ask questions like Why Not ? Why Not Me ? Why
Not Now ?

Join our open
program on

21st and 22nd
April, 2014 at
Failaka Conference
Room-Radisson Blu,
Kuwait
For further details
about corporate
packages, early-bird
discounts and other
individualized corporate
programs please
contact Balaji
Srinivasan.

Take the first step to make your leadership more relevant...
When you grow, your team and organization grows too !!

CONTACT MR. BALAJI SRINIVASAN
KUWAIT Trainerz, A division of Raja Co. W.L.L.

+965-99661083

info@trainerz.net www.trainerz.net

http://www.facebook.com/trainerzinternational

